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Who am I to 
talk about this?



“Web accessibility is about enabling all 
humans to use web services, regardless 
of their physical or situational disability”



Tim Berners-Lee

“The power of the Web is in its universality. 
Access by everyone regardless of 
disability is an essential aspect.”



Why should you care?



The people / 
Our customers



The law
BITV 2.0 
European Accessibility Act 
BGG 
Americans with Disabilities Act



Meet the W3C
Founded in 1994 at MIT


Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) 
publishes the WCAG


w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/


WCAG POUR Principles



This means that users must be able to 
perceive the information being presented, 
it can't be invisible to all of their senses.

Perceivable



This means that users must be able to 
operate the interface. 

The interface cannot require interaction 
that a user cannot perform. 

Operable



This means that users must be able to 
understand the information as well as the 

operation of the user interface. 
The content or operation cannot be beyond 

their understanding. 

Understandable



This means that users must be able to 
access the content as technologies 

advance. 
As technologies and user agents evolve, 
the content should remain accessible.

Robust



Disability
Disability emerges where there is a mismatch between individual 
capacities and environmental demands



Visual

!
Blindness, low vision, color-blindness

"
Auditory

Deafness and hard-of-hearing

#
Cognitive

Learning disabilities, distractibility, 
inability to remember or focus on large 

amounts of information

$
Motor

Inability to use a mouse, slow response time,

limited fine motor control







How?



Me

“If an action can be done with a mouse, it 
needs to be supported via keyboard as 
well”



www.a11yproject.com/checklist/

https://www.a11yproject.com/checklist/


www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/

WCAG Quick Reference

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/


My personal “know in your sleep” a11y list

1. Every form input needs to have a label that can be clearly associated to it. 
Placeholders are no replacement for labels!


2. Text should have a minimum contrast ratio of 4.5:1 with its background. 
Strive for at least 7:1. The highest achievable contrast is 21:1, e.g. black on white.


3. Provide alternative text for images that convey information.


4. For keyboard users the element that currently holds the focus should always be 
identifiable as such.


5. Order your heading tags properly. Don’t skip ranks, e.g. from h2 to h4.


6. Buttons that visibly only contain icons need to have an alternative text.



A <div> is not a <button>!

www.buttoncheatsheet.com

https://www.buttoncheatsheet.com/


ARIA what?
Accessible Rich Internet 
Applications


twitter.com/mmatuzo/status/1486382377895186438

https://twitter.com/mmatuzo/status/1486382377895186438


A role is a promise



Control how screenreaders read your elements 
dev.opera.com/articles/ux-accessibility-aria-label/ 

https://dev.opera.com/articles/ux-accessibility-aria-label/


Great Talk by Léonie Watson on 
screenreaders and accessibility 

youtube.com/watch?v=qdB8SRhqvFc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdB8SRhqvFc


Testing tools

Your keyboard Apple VoiceOver 
(cmd + f5)

axe DevTools 
browser extension

Accessibility Insights for 
Web browser extension

… and many more

Accessibility testing 
with affected people 

as a service

%



Demo: 
axe DevTools



Accessibility needs 
you!





To conclude
If there's just three things you'll take away from this talk, let it be these:

Web accessibility is cool and helps to make the web more open to anyone. 
 
User interfaces should be designed and built in a way where any user 
interaction that can be done with a mouse can also be done with a keyboard. 
 
Using semantic HTML elements result in less code and better accessibility out 
of the box.


